As Above,
So Below

⊙

T

he concert finishes, the house lights blaze, and applause rings out. I take a
bow happily and bound off the stage to meet my audience. And it happens,
as always; among the people surrounding me, several approach with a particular
shyness I’ve come to recognize. They hail from all walks of life, yet they share
a deeply hidden desire. Sometimes they know my dramatic story of severe performance anxiety and how I finally managed to recover from it. Others know me
only as a performer, composer, writer, and teacher and generously assume that
I’ve always had confidence and motivation. Either way, there are two things they
probably don’t know: the vast potential they hold inside themselves, and how
much their story is my story.
Rewind three decades. I remember one concert in particular, a showcase
of the top student pianists. When I was fifteen, my diplomat family moved to
Baghdad while I attended high school in nearby Cyprus. The concert, which
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took place during my second year there, was a special occasion for me because
my father was present. I was the only representative of my teacher’s studio that
evening, so I wanted to make my piano teacher, Kleri, proud. But I was at the
height of self-consciousness; my body had betrayed me in a most awkward phase
of frizzy hair, braces, and acne. Climbing the stairs to the stage, I felt dumpy,
absurd, and fragmented into a thousand shards of stress. Ice-cold nervous sweat
trickled down my back and spiked out under my arms as I confronted the looming beast of a piano.
The audience waited silently. I thought about my father and my teacher sitting there in the shadows, expectantly. The room became a vacuum. My ears
dialed the silence up to a roar. I launched into Poulenc’s Nocturne no. 1 — only
to be catapulted out within three bars.
The piano keys — keys that had been my daily companions for almost a
decade — mocked me as they danced, rearranging themselves before my eyes.
I couldn’t regain a handhold in the music. Clutching at the song, I hoped my
fingers would somehow remember what to do on their own. They betrayed me,
too, with a grotesque parody of the song I thought I knew so well clanging in
my ears. Titters arose from some boys in my class, the same ones who bullied me
about my appearance every day. I was mortified that my father had come all the
way from Baghdad to witness this fiasco. I felt sure he was ashamed that I was his
daughter, especially given that my mother is beautiful and accomplished. I was a
total disappointment.
Mercilessly I threw myself in again. This time I made even less headway.
My stomach twisted in the knowledge that my teacher was watching all this. She
could only feel that I was letting her down in the most public way possible. I
dreaded damaging our close relationship. Cringing at the evidence left behind,
having sweat all over the keyboard and the piano bench, I fled the stage as quickly
as possible. The hall filled with outright laughter from my tormentors and appalled silence from everyone else.
Today people can’t believe I was ever like this. Yet it was in this fiery crucible
of suffering that I eventually came to understand our deepest reasons for creating
and, further, why our creativity must be given voice. If I hadn’t gone through
this degree of pain, feeling as if my very validity as a human being was on endless
trial, I wouldn’t have gone the distance it took to uncover the lessons you hold in
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your hands today. Necessity is the mother of invention, and I needed to escape
my personal hell. The mother of invention gifted me generously, ultimately leading me to transform the prison of my fear into the freedom of love. Yes, it was
arduous work (and still is sometimes). Reasonably so: it is the Great Work that
we all undertake to encounter our true selves.
Knowing what I know now fires me up with enthusiasm to share this truth:
there is a brighter way. What you seek, you will find. I want to impart this to all
who approach me about their creative issues and anxieties: there are answers to
your suffering and your longing. The Bright Way is one of those answers.
My fellow creative seekers reach out to me in many ways: anonymously
online, privately via email, safely within my teaching groups and online conferences, through chance encounters in cafés. They believe they struggle alone.
Not so: their hidden desires mirror one another’s with striking faithfulness. I’m
honored to be privy to their secret hopes and fears. They yearn to find more
meaning in what they do and who they are. These seekers long to be part of a
bigger picture, to feel they have something valuable to offer. To experience more
joy. To live in flow and connection. To believe there is time and space for any of
these things.

Urgency marks their voices. These are not mere wants. They are true needs.
Since these are such powerful needs, why do we hesitate to share our struggles? Tragically, we often blame ourselves for having these needs. We feel
ashamed that our deepest desires have become mysteries to us. We mourn the
fading of our once-bright dreams. We feel trapped, like passive watchers of our
own lives. Perhaps these feelings have been haunting you, too? If so, take heart:
you’re not alone, and even more important, it doesn’t have to be this way.

Like billowing clouds, like the incessant gurgle of the brook,
the longing of the spirit can never be stilled.
— St. Hildegard of Bingen, twelfth-century mystic, musician, and healer
I salute all brave seekers. I salute you. Giving voice to your frustration can be
painful and scary. Yet it’s a crucial first step toward fulfilling yourself creatively.
Taking a stand for your desires (even if only in private) automatically directs you
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toward change, as my harp student Edela explains so well: “Just listening to music
isn’t enough for me. It is as senseless as trying to be nourished by a beautiful photograph of food rather than having food before me.” You’ll meet Edela again soon.
The popular professor tortured by Impostor Syndrome so extreme that he literally pulls his hair out; the pianist who has played for twenty years, though no
one, not even her parents, has heard her because of her performance anxiety; the
writer who has lost faith that creativity even matters in this crazy world; the successful businessperson who is terrified he will look foolish by indulging his longing
to improvise; the dedicated amateur artist who suspects she doesn’t really “have
it” and never will; the jaded professional artist who is loath to admit he has tired
of his craft; the busy mother who fears she has traded her creativity for childrearing. Despite how different these people are, their core story is the same: they

feel a wrenching disconnection from what they rightly believe are their true selves.
I remember these feelings myself. Simply recalling those grim days activates
the horrible pull of that void. The words of Wendolyn Bird, founder of an outdoor
preschool, storyteller, and harpist, echo exactly where I once was: “I’ve stopped
performing due to anxiety. I won’t play in front of people, even though I actually
love to do so. I feel sad, frustrated, angry, and alone for not being able to just play
freely and when I wish to. It stops my practice and/or alters it so that I never learn
anything or advance to the point of being able to play even with friends.”
Although the stories I’ve shared so far focus mainly on performance anxiety,
the lessons this plight has taught me hold true for all creative endeavors. Performance anxiety is an extreme manifestation of the fears we all hold inside us when
it comes to engaging and sharing our creativity. As such, it’s a powerful lens
through which to examine what it takes to reclaim your creativity for life.
It’s hard to believe just how common the suffering caused by disconnection
from our creativity is. But I’ve seen it with my own eyes. Repeatedly, and over
many years. I thought my problems were unique until I started teaching music
and collaborating full-time with other creative people from around the world.
I worked with everyone from beginners to seasoned pros of all ages and backgrounds, and clouds of anxiety, burnout, frustration, and grief haunted us all.
People three decades older than I became as vulnerable as little children, crying
as they finally exposed their lost hopes and dreams in the privacy of my studio.
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The stakes felt hair-raisingly high. The deepest questions of what makes life
worth living were being presented to me. Simply living and growing older didn’t
answer those questions. As a child, in awe of the adults surrounding me, I always
assumed that somehow we’d all just figure things out over time. Now I know
how many of those adults must have really felt — and many still feel — inside.
It was a lot to take in and hold. What could I do about it? Even though it was
a relief not to be alone in my own struggle with performance anxiety, watching
others suffer through it was torture. As the teacher, I felt duty bound to dredge
up some sort of solution. But what? For a long time, I was barely one step ahead
on the outside and often felt a league behind on the inside.
This struggle isn’t just about you and me. It’s about all of us. Even those who
appear to live creative and successful lives on the outside often feel like frauds on
the inside. This sense of disconnection casts a dreadful spell over our world. The
consequences? Increased anxiety, depression, frustration, lack of motivation,
loneliness, creeping hopelessness about our capabilities and even our futures as
work options shrivel and mortality rates rise. This malaise infects our spirits, our
families, our communities. The pain is real.
Astonishingly, given the scope of this scourge, an antidote does exist. It has
for a long time, and it is hidden in plain sight. It is an approach, a way of life, that
is simple and can be applied to every creative activity you engage in. It is a path
that returns you to your true self, resurrecting your innate joy, honing your complementary powers of skill and intuition, and giving you the courage to reclaim
your purpose, your creativity, and your destiny.
Whether you believe that life has inherent meaning or that the whole of existence is a preposterous accident, this way still holds true. From the spiritual
teachings of Plato, Buddha, Jesus, and St. Catherine of Siena to diverse
world belief systems, all the way to the nihilism of Nietzsche,
the existentialism of Camus, and the “unselfing” of Irish phiThe meaning
losopher Iris Murdoch, the conclusion has been the same: the
of life is to
meaning of life is to connect with life.
connect with life.
And what is one of the surest and most beautiful ways to
connect with life? In a word, it is to engage your creativity.
I’m willing to make this claim because I’ve experienced it
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time and time again. And this is why I developed the Five Step Bright Way System: to give you (and myself!) a way to reignite and follow through on your
magnificent creativity, starting today.
I have many favorite stories of the rewards gained from living this philosophy, so let me highlight just a few: the photographer rejecting plans to attend law
school and transforming a jaded perspective of their work as being “just a cash
register” into an unprecedented devotion to cultivating artistic community. The
accomplished veteran musician catapulting herself to an inspired level of artistry
after twenty years of uneventful practice. Our Edela, a retired school principal
who fulfilled her lifelong dream of taking up the harp and performed in public
regularly within a year of working with me, despite a seven-decade-long history
of performance anxiety.
And Wendolyn, whom you met a few pages back at the height of her frustration? She reports on performing at her daughter’s wedding, an event of huge
import and pressure for her: “An exuberantly joyful day for me today! After
forty-five years of playing the harp and practicing in a way that no longer serves
me, I found my own rhythm and joy. My connection to the harp has greater depth
now, and I found an entryway into allowing myself to be with what was deeply
congruent with the essence of me in the moment. I am grateful to have this place
to share my joy. Thank you to any who have received this moment with me.”
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

What Brought You Here?
Throughout this book you’ll find Bright Way Activities marking your
way like beacons of light. For your initiatory activity, take a few minutes
to consider where you are right now. What brought you to this book?
What fears and stressors are holding you back from living creatively?
Write down your reflections. Let’s get a baseline of where you are as we
prepare to walk this path together. Know that change can happen anytime, anyplace, at any age. Let’s make it happen for you.
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As Above, So Below:
The Power of Changing Your Mindset

Before we start walking the Bright Way, I must share an essential truth with you.
I have learned from decades of teaching and creating that mindset is everything.
By mindset, I mean what you believe body-mind-spirit about yourself and about
what’s possible for you.
Simply put, if you believe you can do something, you can. If you don’t believe you can do something, you can’t. If you place limitations of any sort on
yourself, I have to tell you, they will play out. While this might sound scary, the
opposite is also true: if you adopt a mindset of possibility, growth, and unlimited
potential, your life will blossom in response. This is the mindset I invite you to
adopt on our path.
As Above, So Below; the Bright Way will ask you to change your mindset on many things — always from a compassionate place of love, growth, and
connection — so that your life reflects your innermost dreams. You’ll have the
opportunity to let go of old ways of thinking and being that have held back your
creativity — until now.
If our process begins to feel shocking or brings up fear, remember this: the
Bright Way stands for life affirmation of the highest order: affirmation of your
life. Furthermore, you are not alone on this path. I am here with you, along with
the many other Bright Way practitioners spanning the globe, all in a fellowship
of life celebration. We are excited you are here!
Changing your mindset is exhilarating, liberating, and, yes, rigorous. This
is why part 1 of this book is called “Invitation and Initiation.” It prepares you to
take the Five Bright Way Steps explored in part 2 by gently initiating you into
the philosophy first. I hope you receive this invitation wholeheartedly and voluntarily. You are in charge on this path. There are no gatekeepers on the Bright
Way, no bosses; it is your courage that urges you on. Propelled by your courage, you’ll self-initiate into the great secrets of creativity that have been known
throughout the ages. You are here because you heeded the call.
Let’s begin your initiation with one of the most important Bright Way principles: creativity is connection.
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Creativity Is Connection

When you create, you connect. As you engage with your chosen activity, you become one with it. We’ve learned from physics that when we interact with something, we change it. This interaction is connection made manifest, sparked by
your direct engagement.
When we make our mark on something through creative engagement, we
see our true selves reflected back. This mirroring gives us a deep sense of belonging and meaning. Our existence is affirmed. We know that we matter. Our
confidence is restored. Your entry point to this way of life? It’s
what you already possess: your creativity.
This is why creativity matters in and of itself: it is
Your entry point to
a reflection of you that literally makes you feel more,
this way of life? It’s
well, you. It confirms your place in the world. It acwhat you already
knowledges your dignity and your right to exist — and
possess: your
everyone else’s — simply because you’re alive. Crecreativity.
ativity reminds you that you are worthy in and of yourself. Therefore, it is the act of being creative that matters

most, not the products of your creativity, because creativity
has no agenda beyond life affirmation through connection.
All tangible side effects such as glorious works of art, inspiring performances,
and brilliant innovations are magnificent blessings and encouragements. Yet they
all spring from same source: life affirmation. Keep focused on this primary matter, this first principle, and your creative process will flourish.
Disconnection is one of the most terrifying sensations we
experience as human beings. Think of the immediate and
intense distress babies feel when separated from their parents. When we get disconnected, we feel horribly unsafe.
Creativity has no
Disconnection doesn’t have to be dramatic to have an
agenda beyond life
impact. Simply feeling set apart from others in everyday
affirmation through
life can trigger extreme anxiety and depression. Disconconnection.
nection from our true selves is perhaps the most frightening of all when, severed from source energy itself, we
wonder if life has any meaning.
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Our survival as human beings depends on being connected. The reality is,
most of us wouldn’t last more than a few days alone in the forest. Surviving,
let alone thriving, demands creativity. Humans are not endowed with protective
fangs or formidable physical strength. We don’t even run very fast relative to
other creatures! Our superpower is our spectacular creativity. It’s our adaptability rather than our strength or intellect alone that has allowed us to survive. Creativity is by its nature ever changing. Adapting to the present situation, creativity
then elaborates on it, bringing forth ever more vital expressions of life force. The
circle of life turns: creativity affirming life, life sparking creativity.
Our creativity has protected humanity through millennia of radical change.
Creativity urged us to evolve. If we want to keep evolving — if we want to
further our individual and collective life force — we must stay
creative. All this points to creativity’s grandest message:
life is worth affirming and amplifying, because it is the
Life is worth affirming
energy of connection — love — made manifest.
and amplifying,
Many types of therapy aim to reconnect us to
because it is the
the world, to ourselves, to our source. Astounding
energy of connection
breakthroughs can happen when we reestablish the
— love — made
connections in our lives, as neuroscientist Candace
manifest.
Pert affirms: “Love is an integrator and a healer, but
you have to do the work to love yourself, and you can
start by loving others. That’s the core of human health.”
I had a stunning revelation during deep meditation when I
suddenly perceived how everything is interconnected. A wave of relief washed
over me, and my life changed forever. While this may sound incredible, my direct experience tells me that when connection is restored, we are safe again. Fear
fades, love takes center stage, and we become ourselves once more.
This illumination has stayed with me, and those close to me have remarked
that I have been more myself since then. The change can become permanent because once you receive this knowledge, you can’t un-know it. This is why your
creativity, your direct engagement with life, is so important: it reconnects you,
for life. I want this for you.
Engaging your innate creativity is one of the quickest, safest, most available,
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satisfying, and positive ways to do this. As Above, So Below: reclaim your creativity, reclaim your life. On the Bright Way, it is an article of faith that you
aren’t broken. The Bright Way doesn’t try to “fix” you. Rather, it reminds you of
who you truly are. By being creative, by actively engaging
in your life, you will remember who you are. Welcome to the magnificence of your true self.

Engaging your innate
creativity is one of the
quickest, safest, most
available, satisfying, and
positive ways to restore
your connection to
yourself and to the
world at large.

Welcome home.

Your Story
Is My Story

⊙

T

he creative quest is one of the most thrilling journeys we can take. Yet it can
also feel overwhelming at the outset. I understand this because I lost touch
with my own creativity for decades.
Adrift starting around the age of ten, I only regained my bearings in my early
thirties. Despite years of musical study and accomplishments, I felt as if I was
clawing around in darkness for a thread of security. Those nightmarish fears performers have? You’ve already seen that I endured them in public: suffering major
memory lapses onstage, throwing up before performances, feeling humiliated
as I shook like a leaf in front of hundreds of people, running offstage, refusing
to go onstage — among other horrors. Performance anxiety is one of the most
traumatic and seemingly mysterious problems artists endure. This fear isn’t just
theoretical; it was physically, emotionally, and spiritually crushing.
• 13 •
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Years of teaching confirm for me that our stories reflect one another’s. My
guess is that you already relate to much of what I’ve shared. Allow me to continue weaving our stories together so that you can walk this path of transformation with me.
How did I find myself in such a predicament in the first place? My creative
journey started optimistically, as many journeys do. I took up piano at age eight.
My delight in playing, practicing, and generally being around the piano as much
as possible made it clear right away that I would become a professional musician.
Perhaps you have joyful early memories of creative encounters, too? As I entered
the magical world of music, everything became hyper-real for me. Regular life
seemed less vivid, less true, while the musical world bathed me in something
golden, bright, eternal. I was home.
It didn’t take long for this reverie to fade. Yes, I was following my bliss, but
the ride got rough, and fast. The pressure of exams, recitals, and competitions
crushed the joy out of everything. I started avoiding practice, fearing lessons,
agonizing over whether I had the exceptional talent to be a professional musician.
Maybe you recognize some of these feelings?
Nonetheless, I persevered. I loved music; surely that was a sign that I’d been
chosen as gifted? How impossibly cruel life would be if that were not so! But
the fears made me doubt my abilities. Were my fears warning me that I didn’t
“have it”?
I hoped the fears would fade with time, but they grew worse. The more I
accomplished, the higher the stakes became. The battle was relentless. My performance anxiety infected all areas of my life. My short fuse blew small disagreements into major showdowns. I took offense at even the most innocent comments
and interactions. I lost trust in my body’s ability to heal itself, became deaf to
its signals, and even began to see it as my enemy. In all areas I tortured myself
about the ever-present prospect of making public and private mistakes. If any of
this sounds familiar to you, I send you a beam of love to fuel your courage going
forward.
Casting about for a lifeline, I grappled for that treasure trove of knowledge
others seemed to possess. Those in-crowd people who create and perform with
joy — why was I so different from them? I needed to exit this vortex, and fast.
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Performances cropped up regularly. The next exam was always around the corner. And, ironically, the intensity was only going to increase as I got more accomplished. I needed to show up with confidence and inspiration, not as the pathetic
figure of weakness I embodied. My ears rang and my eyes watered. I went from
vortex to black hole, endlessly craving and swallowing positive feedback, which
vaporized instantly. There was no relief. The pressure kept mounting. Nothing
made sense. I felt the greatest of fears: that I was alone.
Finally, during my second semester as a music major at the university, I
couldn’t bear it any longer. I quit music cold. I was only eighteen years old and
believed the life I had hoped for was already over.
Retreat

My self-imposed exile from music lasted four long years. I worked in the health
field, mostly in social welfare and psychology settings, and studied classics, a
favorite subject for me in high school. Among the places I worked was a battered
women’s shelter and hotline; the front desk of the Berkeley Free Clinic, which
provides healthcare to the homeless; and a halfway house. As I witnessed people
suffering the extremes of domestic violence, poverty, addiction, and ill health, I
noticed a common thread connecting them all.
They all wanted to experience joy and belonging, just like everyone else.
Whatever their particular circumstances, in all cases their personal power had
been obliterated. How could they reclaim that power? I didn’t have an answer
then. But these fellow travelers in life told me that finding at least one answer was
a quest I couldn’t refuse. They directed me to my starting point: the knowledge
that reclaiming your power is essential to human fulfillment. Yet I remained mystified about how to take on what seemed an outlandishly large mission.
Still separated from my music making, whenever I’d hear even so much as
piano Muzak in the elevator, I’d burst into tears, stabbed by the pain of loss. If
you are living with this kind of pain right now, I hold you in my heart. Your pain
is real, and you need to listen to it. Your pain is not your enemy; it is pointing you
toward a better way, a better life.
Looking back, I see as clear as day that I was disconnected from my true
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self and, as an inevitable consequence, disconnected from my
power and creativity. How did I discover all this on my own?
I didn’t! Despite having believed I was alone in my strugYour pain is not your
gle, it turns out that clues and quiet assistance had been
enemy; it is pointing
present all along.
you toward a better
way, a better life.

Enter the Allies

Take heart. I discovered that my allies had been gathering
around me my entire life, and I’ve found this to be true for
almost everyone. You have far more support eagerly waiting in the
wings than you know. We’ll be finding out who and what your supports are soon.
Who and what were my allies?
My parents were still college students when I was born. I enjoyed being the
novelty only child among the young, wild Dublin intellectuals of the ’70s. My father became a diplomat for the Irish government when I was three, giving me the
opportunity to grow up all over the world, moving countries every four years or
so. I got firsthand experience of the wondrous variety of ways that
cultures encourage and interpret human creativity.
This alliance of cultures illuminated new possibilities for me, which I will share with you throughout our
You have far more
journey together. As my creative journey matured, I
support eagerly
learned how to incorporate these new perspectives.
waiting in the wings
For example, by moving to California I encountered
than you know.
African music masters who introduced me to a playful
freedom where “wrong” notes are understood simply as
what chose to show up at that moment. Touring with bansuri maestro Deepak Ram, I witnessed the unabashedly spiritual
foundation of Indian music, where surrender to the divine is second nature. Living in Cyprus and Iraq and traveling all over the Middle East, I participated in
the ecstatic communing of that region’s music, where the self, the ego, is not the
focus. These were the oases I strung together to form a new continent of creativity. Eventually these diverse influences coalesced into an ethos I could live by.
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Each of these influences is mighty in its own right; together, they form a lifeline
guiding me through today’s labyrinthine world.
My most pointed ally intervention came from my mother. At twenty-one, I
was three years into my music-abandonment period. I met Phyllis — I’ve always
called my mum by her first name; my parents’ college friends addressed her that
way, which I copied before she realized what was happening — for an afternoon
drink. We convened at the prophetically named Orbit Room in San Francisco.
At the crossroads of five busy streets and encased in massive glass windows, the
place feels like you’re floating in space and time. And that’s where I was, lost in
space, tethered to the world only by an as-yet-unseen star.
Phyllis got to the point: “What happened to you and music? It used to be
everything to you.”
A couple of glasses of wine in, I began to weep. Lost years weighed on me,
failure leered, desire rose in me, only to be dashed: “I’m too old to go back.”
Phyllis looked at me incredulously. In my mind, you needed to have won a piano
competition by my age to even imagine having a professional career. That was
out of the question, with my shattered nerves. Case closed.
Quietly, Phyllis said, “You’re only too old if you think
you’re too old.”
You’re only too
I don’t know why this got through to me, but something
old if you think
clicked right there and then. My limited thinking suddenly
you’re too old.
felt like chains I had locked on myself. The contradiction was
untenable: here I was trying to help other people — some of
them old enough to be my grandparents — to reclaim their power
while privately destroying my own. I surrendered. The fact was, as
crazy as it sounded, I was choosing this path of misery. I confessed to myself that
my perception was out of whack more than any degree of accomplishment or
“talent.” If I changed my mindset, which thankfully I had seen other brave souls
do, it could change my experience...and changing my experience would change
everything! Could I have another chance at my life?
As I gained a tentative toehold back in the music world, the how of which I’ll
share with you later, I didn’t abandon my work in shelters and continued on as a
volunteer. I remember teaching piano to a gentleman in the halfway house in San
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Francisco’s notorious Tenderloin district. Despite struggling desperately with
addiction, when he picked out his bare-bones blues during lessons on that big old
donated Hammond organ, he lit up, fueled by his own steam for the first time in
a long time. The energy in the room changed palpably as his true power sparked
to life. I remember a woman who had suffered major depression for forty years
telling me with amazement that playing harp was more effective than any of the
dozens of strong medications she’d relied on to remain in this world.
Experiences like this convinced me that reconnecting to our creativity is one
of the mightiest healers, even if we’ve hit rock bottom. These courageous people
reminded me of creativity’s sheer strength and that we can all access it
even in the direst of situations. Through these people’s eyes, I
saw that creativity’s most powerful function is not to impress
or please others. It is to return you to your true self.
Creativity’s most
powerful function
Now in my early twenties and hungry to maintain my
is to return you to
newfound yet precarious strength, I began to study the
your true self.
practices of great artists and thinkers, as well as cultural
movements of the past. I was astonished as a vast network
of intertwining philosophies that have been all but lost lit up
my consciousness. These forgotten philosophies — many tapping
into the power of nature herself, such as traditional Celtic beliefs and the transformational insights of ancient Egypt — married with inspiring global creative
practices, such as the Indian classical music model of apprenticeship, to birth my
philosophy, the Bright Way creative path you are about to embark on.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

Who Supports You?
Just as my many allies have helped me, I hope to be your ally as we
traverse this Bright Way together. What other allies have been quietly
gathering around you? Take a moment to reflect. Who has been silently
supporting you over the years? Even someone who gave you one word
of encouragement counts.
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When I consider my allies, I realize they all have a common quality:
they are purveyors of growth. They believe we can grow and flourish at
any time, any place. Limitations, as much as these sage allies acknowledge them, are treated as opportunities for growth, not permanent states
or indictments. Who in your life has believed in you and pointed out your
constant potential for growth? You may well have a fleet of guardian angels that you never noticed before. Write these names and energies down,
for your eyes only.
During the unavoidable challenging moments this school of life
throws at us, look at your list of allies and feel heartened. You may even
feel inspired to deepen your relationship with them, now that they have
emerged from the shadows!
If no one or nothing pops to mind, try this exercise: stand up, close
your eyes, and feel your feet firmly planted on the ground. Sense each
foot in complete contact with the ground. Spread your toes out confidently into the earth. Notice the implicit trust that you’ll stay rooted to
the floor rather than fly off. Feel Mother Earth’s unconditional support of
you, her gentle presence holding you. You don’t have to grasp for or earn
this support. Simply because you are alive, Mother Earth is here as your
constant ally. Gather strength from her love.

Heart Connection Practice

In this spirit of recognizing allies and honoring connection, now is the perfect time
to tap into your heart energy as a prime source of strength, intelligence,
and wisdom. Though this may sound like a lifelong quest, I promise
that it’s possible to get in touch with your heart energy right at this
Your heart,
moment. Your heart, your ultimate ally, is always with you. We’re
your ultimate
discovering more and more about how much the heart really
ally, is always
knows. This was clearly understood in the past with the “cardiowith you.
centric” views of ancient Egypt and Greece, which place the heart
as the primary seat of intelligence. Let’s reclaim this ancient wisdom!
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We Are Here in Love
Try this heart-connection practice now. Close your eyes and think of someone,
something, or somewhere you love unconditionally. Easy choices are family
members, pets, holiday spots, or anything noncontroversial and joyful for you.
Fill yourself with the image and energy of this being, this object or place. Breathe
deeply. Feel your heart warm. Allow the sensation in your chest to expand like an
infinite balloon. Keep breathing. Keep loving. Keep warming.
If you can’t think of anything you love unconditionally, try this: put your left
hand over your heart and close your eyes. Pause. Connect to your heart’s beating. Let a few breaths sink in. Repeat out loud, “We are here. We are here in love.
We are love.” Feel your heart courageously pulsating, your steadfast friend. Feel
its unconditional love as it gifts you life itself.
Now open your eyes and notice how you feel. Do you feel more hopeful, loving, trusting, strong? Whether or not you do, take heart: you’re already well on
your way simply by initiating this practice. You’ll learn how to connect with your
heart energy more fully in step one. Practice even now as you read these passages
by keeping your heart energy open and engaged. This is your path. Trust your
heart as your mind and spirit’s surest ally.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

First Love
Do you remember the moment you first fell in love and connected with
your art (which could be anything from painting landscapes to baking
cakes)? Do you remember getting lost in an activity, that thrill of total
engagement? How did you feel about yourself? Did you feel strong,
excited, or another intense sensation? Write down your memories from
these moments, as emotionally and viscerally as possible.
There are many benefits to writing down your feelings and thoughts,
from greater insight to increased follow-through. Keeping a creative
diary will be one of our main tools on our journey, and you’ll learn more
about this artistic ally in the “Bright Way Spiral” chapter. For now, write
in whatever is handy, and we’ll collate your work in the diary shortly.
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The Principle of Sacred Reciprocity

Your human creativity enables you to wield massive power, a power that affects
almost every element and living thing today. How you use that power is up to
you. Sometimes people fear that when they open the creativity floodgates, terrible things will be unleashed, as in the myth of Pandora’s box. They cite the
creation of the atom bomb as one of the worst examples of this. They see it as the
ultimate example of creativity gone wrong, of creativity in service to life destruction rather than life affirmation.
I understand this valid concern. I’m grateful when people bring it up because
it ushers in a key principle of the Bright Way. There is a way to ensure you create
from a place of positivity, heart-centeredness, and life affirmation rather than life destruction. It’s a technique I use
every day to guide me toward creating with love, not
Sacred Reciprocity
fear. What is this creativity safety valve? It’s called
is the force that seeks
Sacred Reciprocity. The energy of Sacred Reciprocbalanced relationship
ity weaves through every page of this book.
in all things so that
Sacred Reciprocity is a South American wisdom
healthy life can
philosophy with parallels in most other cultures and
flourish.
eras. In a nutshell, Sacred Reciprocity is the force that
seeks balanced relationship in all things so that healthy
life can flourish.

SACRED

RECIPROCITY

NO SACRED

RECIPROCITY

Figure 1. The Flow of Sacred Reciprocity
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Sacred Reciprocity represents an equal exchange of energy that is healthy
and helpful for all parties involved. You’ve probably heard the phrase “everything is interconnected.” What does this actually mean? Sacred Reciprocity is an
elegant way to grasp and act on the aim of honored interconnection in everyday
life. The famous Golden Rule, “Do unto others as you would have them do unto
you,” echoes the tenets of Sacred Reciprocity. The more you look, the more
you’ll find messages pointing you toward Sacred Reciprocity, hidden in plain
sight. Let’s look more closely.
We discussed the miraculous power of creativity to reconnect the creator
with herself and the world at large. But do all connections lead to life affirmation?
What about connections that are toxic? According to Sacred Reciprocity, these
are not true connections. Instead they are one-way drains. Sacred Reciprocity is
the most reliable tool I know of to assess whether you are in healthy connection.
Sacred Reciprocity is nonjudgmental and clear. It offers this simple yardstick. Ask yourself, Am I choosing love or fear? When we are in Sacred Reciprocity we make decisions from a place of love and enthusiasm. And marvelously, an
equal balance of love and enthusiasm will return to us in the big picture.
The scope of Sacred Reciprocity, also known as right relationship, allows it
to deal in multiple currencies. That is, time and money are not the only ways to
get in balance with our creative work — or anything else, for that
matter.
For example, if you volunteer at a hospice center, your
work benefits the patients, staff, and visitors. You benefit
The scope of
from the love you receive and the opportunity to pracSacred Reciprocity
tice your skill in a low-pressure environment, to name
allows it to deal in
just a few of the possible gifts you receive in turn. Your
multiple currencies.
volunteer work, then, satisfies a core tenet of Sacred
Reciprocity, that the exchange be equally valuable to all
participants. Only you can determine what equal exchange is
for you. We’ll learn more about this when we discuss the practice
of honoring your direct experience.
If you have a job you hate, one that drains your soul, no amount of money
will make up for this. Why? Because you’re giving away too much of yourself
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to be in a healthy balance. Further, you’re operating from a place of fear (“What
will happen if I give up this soul-crushing job and the steady paycheck that comes
with it?”), fear being an additional drain.
There are many permutations of how energy comes into balance. Sacred
Reciprocity gives voice to these many dimensions, freeing you up to honor what
makes sense for your life both right now and in the long term.
Wisdom traditions of the world have many ways of describing what happens when Sacred Reciprocity is not respected. The original Greek and Hebrew
Biblical words for “sin” are amartano and chata, respectively, which also translate as “missing the mark.” In other words, true connection has not been made,
and where there is no connection, there is no love. In Hinduism the concept of
karma explains how the quality of connection we make leads to either positive or
negative outcomes in life. Buddhism takes this perspective: “Every action, good
or bad, has an inevitable and automatic effect in a long chain of causes.” Pagan
spirituality’s law of return states that what you put out into the world returns to
you threefold — emotionally, physically, and spiritually — recognizing many
dimensions, Sacred Reciprocity style.
Finally, you don’t have to have a spiritual outlook to live in Sacred Reciprocity: “Humanists believe that this is the only life of which we have certain knowledge and that we owe it to ourselves and others to make it the best life possible
for ourselves and all with whom we share this fragile planet.” Sacred Reciprocity
applies everywhere, a clear guide for our complex times.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

Sacred Reciprocity
Take a moment to consider how Sacred Reciprocity plays into your life
right now. As we walk this path together, you’ll learn more about this
overarching life philosophy; for now, let’s start with a brief environmental assessment.
Think about the three people who are closest to you. Are you in
Sacred Reciprocity with one another? If so, your relationships will feel
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healthy and strong on the whole. (It’s good to remember, though, that
perfection isn’t part of Sacred Reciprocity, as relationships are always
changing and rebalancing.) If your relationships don’t feel healthy, what
currencies might bring these relationships into balance for all parties?
Using the Five Love Languages from Gary Chapman’s book by the same
name can be a fun place to start: Do you need to add more words of affirmation to the relationship? How about quality time, physical touch, acts
of service, or gifts?
Sacred Reciprocity honors what is sacred to the relationship as a
complete ecosystem; so discern which currencies have value in your particular ecosystem. Honor what has value for you.

Sacred Reciprocity: Collaboration, Not Competition

By its very nature, Sacred Reciprocity fosters a spirit of collaboration rather than
competition. We spoke earlier about how connection drives human creativity.
This book is an example of collaboration across time and space. When I review
all the energies that have come together to make this book possible, it’s clear that
very little would have happened if a stance of competition had prevailed. So how
can we invite more collaboration into our lives?
For many, the workplace is the venue of most competition and strife. If you’ve
been struggling to feel more fulfilled and creative in your job, how can you apply
Sacred Reciprocity so that connection is restored? How can you be in greater
Sacred Reciprocity with your coworkers, your customers, and your vendors?
Take this stance: create win-win situations. When you negotiate, try to understand what the other side wants and what has meaning for them. Ultimately,
what currency has value to them? Acknowledge and try to meet those needs
within Sacred Reciprocity, remembering that for balance to be attained, you must
benefit, too. So when you draw up a contract, spell out the benefits to both sides.
When you write an email, be sure to start with a pleasant acknowledgment so that
you’re giving as well as taking or requesting.
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BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

One Small Act of Kindness
It’s true that we live in a competitive society, so sometimes it’s up to us as
individuals to go against the grain and get collaborative energy flowing.
Today, try one of these techniques: give a stranger a smile, say thank you
with meaning, make eye contact. What other small act of kindness can
you perform to show people that we’re all in this together?
Go big picture. Look beyond the surface and give something that
has genuine meaning for you, no matter how tiny it may seem to the
outside world. It could be as small as making someone a cup of tea. Step
aside from linear time: Sacred Reciprocity isn’t impatiently transactional, and it can be rebalanced at any time. You have much to offer this
world besides money and time, both of which can be in short supply on
occasion.
Besides showing you what you genuinely value, Sacred Reciprocity
also highlights the many valuable energies you possess inside. Examples
could be your compassion and enthusiasm, both of which have the power
to turn around someone else’s day when you share them. Take a moment
to turn the kindness toward yourself, and acknowledge the beautiful
qualities you possess inside.

Sacred Reciprocity even applies to things we might consider inanimate. For example, how do you approach:
•

•

Your musical instrument /tools of your art? Do you embrace them as
respected allies, or do you grab them as objects to do your bidding?
Meet your instrument in a spirit of Sacred Reciprocity, and whole
new dimensions of artistry, support, and motivation will open up
to you.
Food and cooking? That’s always a challenge for me until I acknowledge where all my precious ingredients came from. I think of the
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•

people, places, and elements that came together to make this moment
and this dish possible. Magically, when I remember these sources in
this way, I’m able to connect from a place of positivity and stop feeling as if cooking is merely a mundane task to be performed.
Other things in your environment that perhaps you can increase your
Sacred Reciprocity with?
Creativity and Sacred Reciprocity:
The Fuel-Fulfillment Loop

While the concepts explored here may seem lofty, it’s easy to know on a heart
level when we are creating in Sacred Reciprocity. When we marry creative engagement with Sacred Reciprocity, we experience the heart-centered sensations
of faith and courage. These can only be felt via direct experience. This is why
active engagement in life is key. No amount of reading can substitute for experience. It would be like trying to describe the taste of an apple to someone who’s
never eaten one, as my mum once said.
When you’re in Sacred Reciprocity, you’re functioning from and
sharing your highest self. Your true self comes from a source,
however you define that mighty energy, whether as God,
spirit, higher power, or life force. Your creativity gives
Your creative
form to this great life spirit. Given the magnitude of
urge must be fulfilled,
this, your creative urge must be fulfilled, and your mesand your message
sage must be heard, even if by only you.
must be heard, even
A void opens in our hearts when we ignore our creif by only you.
ative voice. This hole often gets filled with external activities and expectations misaligned with our true selves. We
fall prey to the mercy of goods, substances, and other people,
immersed in fearful living. We’ve all been there and will be there again.
Yet there are reliable routes out of this dead end. The Bright Way is one of these
routes.
Throughout human civilization we have pondered whether the universe is
friendly or hostile, or perhaps even indifferent. Living in Sacred Reciprocity, we
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affirm that the universe is friendly. We know the universe as our beloved collaborator, a perspective that in itself can transform our life for the better. Allow in
the positive energy that wants to reach you: lower your shield of fear. Imagine
yourself as a solar panel, effortlessly attracting sunny energy. This is available
to you right now. We’re in this together. My story is your story. Let’s make our
stories shine bright!

The Bright Way
Ignites

⨁

W

here I am now on the Bright Way path, I feel miles away from when I
plunged off that cliff of performance anxiety. Having fallen so low, how
did I find the strength to turn this all around, to take action in the
first place? Crawling up a cliff after a catastrophic flop feels
like a Sisyphean task. Let me say up front: small actions
Small actions
are key, and they often end up having much more sigare key, and they
nificance than we might initially assume. Can you look
often end
back on an action that seemed tiny in the moment but
up having much
turned out to be life-changing for you?
more significance
than we might
initially assume.

• 29 •
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Small Steps

Returning to my story of creative recovery, after the Orbit Room encounter with
my mother, my opening for action glimmered. At the very least, I could bring
music back into my life for my own enjoyment. Why not give it a try? I rented
an upright piano, playing for myself as if for the first time. I relived innocent moments, those times of joy and freedom before the heaviness descended.
My roommates asked me to show them little things on the piano, and I found
it fun to share music socially, something that had never occurred to me before.
Maybe as a glint of premonition, I had bought a print of Renoir’s two girls at
the piano even before my return to the instrument. Seeing the Renoir girls in
this newly dawning light, absorbed in making music for its own sake, enjoying
each other’s company as my friends and I did, gave me hope. I posted a teaching
flyer, and a few students showed up. Sharing music was my sole agenda. It was
tremendous fun, and to my surprise I found I was actually a decent teacher. More
students came, and my studio grew.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

One Tiny Action
One small action can change your life. When my roommates asked me
to play them one of the songs from the movie The Piano, unbeknownst
to any of us at the time, they were pointing me toward a new way of life.
By taking a few minutes and playing them a few things, I set wheels in
motion that ultimately led to the writing of this book.
Take one tiny action step today in service of your creativity. Call that
teacher you’ve been considering for a preliminary hello, attend an open
mic, go to an art opening, agree to share a little part of your wisdom with
someone. Pay attention to small signs and openings. Today something
magical will happen if you open your heart to it.
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While I delighted in witnessing my students’ pleasure in playing, I was shocked
to discover how common performance anxiety and general self-doubt were. I
thought I’d been suffering alone, but my students showed me that
I was in good company. Looking at them from the outside, I
could see their potential straining to burst out. Yet I also felt
Fear is the most
the barrier of fear holding them back. They were mirrors to
formidable
me, reflecting that fear is the most formidable opponent to
opponent to our
our creativity.
creativity.
Fear takes many forms: as anxiety, shame, guilt, regret,
self-doubt, and overwhelm, and many targets: as criticism,
loss, and lack, to name a few. A funny thing about fear, though,
is that although it seems strong, it actually has very little power unless
we fuel it. I understand how hard it can be to step aside from fear. But as in many
epic tales, creative victory is yours when you recognize your true power. Everything you need is already inside you and within reach.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

Reflect on Your Strengths
Tapping into the idea that what you need is already inside you and within
reach, take a moment to reflect on your strengths. This might feel awkward at first; we’re often much more comfortable detailing our perceived
weaknesses. Start building up your inventory of positive personal qualities. Are you kind? Enthusiastic? A keen focuser? Write down your findings, for your eyes only.

Spurred on by allies near and far, present and past, I took up piano lessons
again shortly after graduating from the university. I struck gold with my first
phone call, to Amelie. To cut a very long story short, by focusing on the joycentered Suzuki Method — which I’ll describe later — Amelie helped me take
my first baby steps toward dissolving my fear of performing. Finding this footing
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gradually led to the jump of pursuing a master’s degree in classical
piano performance. A bold move, this leap involved bypassing
the entire bachelor’s degree program.
Everything you
Immediately after the audition for the master’s program,
need is already
a formidable concert pianist named Roy Bogas stepped away
inside you and
from the jury and approached me directly. I braced myself
within reach.
to hear, “You know, this might be a bit too much for you.”
Instead, I stood agape as Roy smiled and took my hand: “I can
see what you’re trying to do, and I like it. I want to be your teacher.”
After recovering from this head-spinning turn of events, I couldn’t blurt
out yes! fast enough. I count this among my most blessed moments in life so
far, and I’m honored to bring Roy into your life as a Bright Way ally. Roy’s
philosopher-king approach to music study is full engagement: to him, music is
about connecting to human experience and giving it full vent. His skill level
is just as impressive as his artistry. Among the many lessons I learned from Roy
is that skill and magic must come together in order to create meaningfully.
Honoring only skill or magic — being concerned only with technique or, conversely, focusing solely on expression — leads to
incomplete creation. If you’ve been wondering why your creSkill and
ative work doesn’t satisfy you, marrying your skill and your
magic must
magic is a major piece of your puzzle. While skill is selfcome together in
explanatory, magic by its nature is more mysterious. Yet
order to create
you can discover and cultivate your magic deliberately. Our
meaningfully.
journey will show you the way, along with helping you elevate your skill.
As I got a firmer hold on how to create in the real world rather
than just in my hopes and dreams, disasters stopped happening. I could handle
low-key performances such as providing background music for cocktail hours. But
what about the higher-pressure stuff, such as the master’s program recitals that
I couldn’t avoid? Those still felt terrifying. Slogging along, I experimented with
every solution that crossed my path.
You name it, I tried it: therapy, off-label beta-blockers, yoga, Alexander
Technique, the Feldenkrais Method, exposure therapy, meditation, research into
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the history of performance practice worldwide, sports psychology, commiserating with others in the same predicament, tricks such as picturing the audience
naked, and spiritual practices of many paths and eras. Staring at the Berkeley Zen
Center’s blank wall, legs numbing under my hard little cushion, I questioned if
all this was actually working, meanwhile trying not to picture anything funny in
that roaring silence. And over time, I found that my experiments were paying off,
albeit in a two-steps-forward-one-back fashion.
The Bright Pattern

In my early thirties at this point, I noticed a pattern emerging from these experiments. This pattern turned out to be stunningly simple. I shouldn’t have been surprised, given that I was drawing from so many wells of wisdom across cultures and
throughout time. When I was a child, my parents got rid of the television as soon
as they realized we kids were becoming addicted to it. So my siblings and I took
charge of our entertainment, and my parents’ wondrous library of art and history
books and records was a regular port of call. In those stacks (which are still growing!), we were privy to the confluence of art and history: looking at ancient Egyptian art automatically meant learning about that culture’s philosophical practices.
We learned how Ireland kept the flame alive during the Dark Ages via illuminated
manuscripts. We heard Enlightenment attitudes crystallized in Mozart’s music. The
Great Truths are universal, and the primacy of the creative urge is right up near
the top of our human truths, as the outpouring of creativity past and present attests
to. It makes complete sense that there would be a known pattern for manifesting
human creativity, albeit not always widely known.
The pattern revealed to me was this: there are simple ways to access and follow through on creativity. These simple ways are ready to break their hermetic
seal so all can know them and live joyously by their truths. These truths are embedded in the Five Bright Way Steps you’ll be taking soon. While it may seem
startling that reigniting your creativity and following through on it can be boiled
down to a mere five steps, I’m here to assure you that many others have achieved
this, and you can, too. Let me share a little more about how I came to distill down
to this level of simplicity.
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Sharing the Bright Way

Tentatively, I started to share my findings with my students. One by one, using
these discoveries, they achieved performance breakthroughs to such a degree
that I had to discard any belief in innate talent. I’ve witnessed too many seemingly miraculous revelations of artistry, expression, and inspiration coming out
of the blue, even from supposedly hopeless cases. I’m utterly convinced that all
people are creative and, further, that we must express this creativity in order to
be fulfilled as human beings.
Lessons Learned

I remember one teenage student who always played with a staggering lack of
expression, even after two years of dedicated work together. I tried my best, yet
I have to admit that some part of me had given up hope. Then suddenly, one
day she walked in, sat down, and played gorgeously. I was stunned by her transformation. Remorse hit me for believing there were limits to her abilities. For a
brief period I debated internally whether I should continue teaching, given the
immensity of my mistake.
Pulling myself together, I swore on the spot to never again judge anyone’s
level of so-called talent — and I highly recommend that you insist your mentors
embrace this same perspective. From then on, I would share the message that
growth is always possible and that every single person has creativity inside them,
waiting to be set free. I’ve witnessed amazing turnarounds many times since that
fateful day. This wasn’t a fluke; it was a revelation.
Both personally and from the standpoint of being a teacher, I’ve experienced
the massive impact mentors have on our creative lives. It is important to pause
here and reflect on the mentors in your life, because they play a significant part
in your creative journey. People in these sacred roles include teachers, coaches,
instructors, and guides and represent intimate relationships not to be entered into
lightly. You’ve seen how my mentors affected me. As you move forward on your
creative path, allow me to share my recommendations for selecting your mentors
so that you both flow in Sacred Reciprocity:
1. Mentors are growth-oriented at every moment; move on immediately if you feel any type of constriction or negativity coming your
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way. I don’t mean constructive criticism here! Constructive criticism
is both positive and necessary in order for us to break out of ruts and
habits and to see past blind spots. Accurate, even somewhat bracing,
feedback is absolutely fine (and often the trigger for a breakthrough!)
if it is delivered with discernment and love.
2. Mentors are highly skilled at what they teach; they demonstrate their
ability to do and understand their subject.
3. There is chemistry between you and your mentor. Trust your intuition. Mentors have such a grand impact on our creative lives that the
entire skill-magic trajectory must be honored. While your mentor
must be skilled, there must also be magic between you. Hold your
mentorship relationships to the same high standards you would your
intimate relationships.
BRIGHT WAY ACTIVITY

Review Your Mentors
Review all your past and present mentors. Do they fit all three recommendations above (they’re growth-oriented, they’re highly skilled, and
there’s chemistry between you)? If so, detail how they fit and what effects that had on you.
Conversely, if they didn’t fit, what effect did that have on you? Please
don’t get distressed during this activity: many of us have endured nonideal
mentors, myself included. As composer and producer Emma said, “It was
an enormously healing step for me to acknowledge the impact of traumatic
mentors and that I actually had some creative trauma. It felt really therapeutic for my creative reclaiming to journal it out and not dismiss it.”
Review your list, and meditate on this: you have just drafted the job
description of how to be your best mentor. Relish the rise in confidence
you might feel as you step into this role more and more.

From this place of small yet mighty actions, growth mindset, and Sacred Reciprocity, it’s time for you to take the Bright Way Readiness Quiz!

